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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Figure 1. Property scale overview with past Au resources and jasperoids shown 

CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this report for Midway Gold Corporation (Midway) is to: 

• Present the early compiled and integrated project data and mapping results on the 
Monte claims located north from of the past mined Nighthawk Ridge Au deposit. 
Recommendations from this early work lead to consolidation of the lands into the 
Midway Gold Rock project. 

• Summarize a partial 3D exploration model of the Nighthawk Ridge deposit based on 
mapping, sampling and partially recovered historical mine data. 

• Identify initial exploration targets for Carlin type deposits and upside potential of the 
Gold Rock property for follow up. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Early recon traverse mapping produced a first generalized alteration overlay of Gold Rock and 
surrounding area and characterized the stratigraphic and structural settings of Nighthawk Ridge 
and the Anchor gold deposits. The results provide initial definition of target zones with Carlin 
type deposit potential. The targets are in the altered hinges of faulted anticlines along through
going, fault and fracture zones int~rpreted as gold feeders. Two mineralized stratigraphic 
settings and host rock environments are identifiable within targeted anticlines: I) The 
Mississsippian lower Chainman Shale Formation and Mississipian Joanna Limestone 
(Nighthawk Ridge gold deposit setting). 2) The Mississippian lower Pilot Shale and Devonian 
Devils Gate Limestone unconformity contact zone which includes paleo karst collapse and 
debri flow breccias (Anchor gold deposit setting). 

Exploration on most of the property has yet to test the Pilot Shale/ Devils Gate Limestone type 
mineralized host rock setting. 

Rock and soil gas sampling across the past mined Nighthawk Ridge gold deposit and detailed, 
drill log scale mapping provides data to begin to derive geologic, geochemical and alteration 
models for similar exploration targets. 

The Gold Rock property covers 14 square miles through 8 miles of exposed strike length of a 
district scale Carlin-type gold system that has yet to be completely defined or explored. The 
property measures about 8 miles on NS strike and is up to 3 miles wide (Figure I). The east 
limits of the Au system may be obscured beneath allocthonous rocks? 

Known gold deposits on the property include: 
l) The past mined Night Hawk Ridge deposit in the central part of the property. 

Production totals are uncertain. In 1989 preproduction reserves totaled 176,500 ounces 
Au grading 0.026 opt Au at a 0.009 opt Au cutoff grade (Carden, 1991 ). 

2) The Anchor gold resource in the south which is evidenced by grid drilling, but the drill 
results are unknown and not available. 

3) The grid drilled Decker Flats gold resource (Carden, 1991) area adjoins the Nighthawk 
Ridge deposit to the south and not documented by project data. 

Nighthawk Ridge is well exposed by the past open pit. Geologic mapping and sampling 
completed in the accessible north high wall of the pit was used along with recovered past mine 
data from a north and east part of the Nighthawk Ridge deposit to construct a partial 3D 
exploration model for of the deposit. Nighthawk Ridge is hosted within the axial hinge zone 
of a north south, north northeast trending, mineralized, faulted, diaperic Easy Junior anticline. 
Alteration is carbonized, pyritic decalcified and silicified Chainman Shale Formation and 
silicified Joanna Limestone Formation at its core. Au is mostly closely associated with 
silicified rocks. 

The Decker Flats resource south ofNighthawk Ridge is covered by valley fill gravel and it's 
geology is not known. We have only the reported surface map pattern of the resource, which 
matches the drill hole patterns on the air photos. Other resource data is unknown and may no 
longer exist? Decker Flats is on strike of Nighthawk Ridge and is presumed to be a southern 

Chevil/on Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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extension of mineralization within the Easy Junior anticline. The Easy Junior anticline 
emerges immediately south of Decker Flats with prospects and past drill roads on Easy Junior 
Ridge. 

To the southeast (Figure 1), portions of the Anchor deposit are well exposed by some outcrop. 
The Anchor deposit appears to be hosted within the altered contact zone between Pilot Shale 
Formation, Devils Gate Limestone Formation. Host rocks are along faulted and altered portion 
of a formational unconformity characterized by paleo karst and locally, mineralized cave fill 
breccia which may host the bulk of the deposit? No historical resource data is available for the 
Anchor deposit which has locally be grid drilled. 

The Nighthawk Ridge (Decker Flats extension) and Anchor deposits likely represent the type 
of Carlin-type deposits to be found at the Gold Rock property. These deposits are geologically 
similar to deposits mined further north in the Alligator Ridge and Bald Mountain districts and 
being explored by Midway at the Pan deposit to the northwest of Gold Rock. 

Carlin deposits typically cluster on a district scale within trap host rocks and 
structural/stratigraphic traps along mineralized feeder faults and fracture zones. Additional 
discoveries are likely within the Gold Rock property. 

An important conclusion of the fieldwork and data compilation is that apparently no 
exploration for Pilot/Devils Gate hosted gold deposits has been done essentially north from the 
Anchor deposit, along faulted Easy Junior anticlines, a strike distance of about 3.5 miles. 
These types of deposits can locally yield higher gold grades, as in some portions of the Pan 
deposit and portions of analogous deposits in the Bald Mountain district. 

Five potential target areas are identified for follow up definition, prioritization and any 
warranted drill testing: 

1) Anchor and Decker Flats resource definition 
2) Proximal Exploration Drilling (Deep Nighthawk Ridge) 
3) North extension of the Easy Junior anticline 
4) The West Anticline 
5) South Pediment 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
The initial Midway rec on traverse mapping of Nighthawk Ridge and the surrounding areas 
grossly delineated alteration areas and lead to recommendations for Midway to expand and 
consolidate their land position. The recommended land expansion to address a district scale 
Carlin deposit potential within and around the Monte claims resulted in the Midway Gold Rock 
property. 

Detailed targeting and follow up exploration is now required to test the property for multiple 
open pit discoveries. 

Chevi/lon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P. G. 
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The Anchor and Dexter Flat presumed (but not documented) gold resource areas can be re 
drilled on detailed grids and would mostly likely immediately add to Midway global gold 
resources. The results would also provide geologic controls on gold in the deposits, which 
could be used to explore and expand the deposits. The information would also provide better 
insight into the exploration potential of the rest of the property and used in detailed targeting 
and exploration of the Gold Rock property. 

Nighthawk Ridge deposit extensions are possible and additional proximal exploration drilling 
around the past resource and deeper to the Pilot Shale/Devils Gate Limestone contact zone is 
wan-anted. 

From the compilation and 3D modeling of the available compiled data, exploration targets 
north from Nighthawk Ridge for both Nighthawk Ridge and Anchor host geology deposits are 
identified. The areas require detailed mapping, rock sampling and soil sampling to completely 
define and prioritize drill targets. 

Past soils are sparse and largely focused on covered areas rather than on exposed alteration 
within anticline hinge zones. A complete property 500 ft isometric soil grid is recommended, 
followed by infill sampling in anomalous gold zones, particularly where mapping establishes 
the possibility that host rocks are shallow and within _exploration reach. The soils data would 
interpreted independently in Qal and bedrock domains and then geochemical anomaly patterns 
interpreted among both domains. 

From the orientation soil gas survey results already run just south of Nighthawk Ridge, 
additional soil gas traverses across geologically identified prospective areas and follow up of 
recon soil results would likely help focus follow up priorities in real time since the results can 
be read in the field and interpreted in the evenings. Soil gas traverses are recommended in 
areas of Qal cover in potentially mineralized areas (on the ridges S of Nighthawk Ridge, in the 
valley out by the western anticline target, over the Dexter Flat resource area for control and the 
South Pediment). 

A property wide mag survey was recommended previously and some mag was run. This data 
is not included in this report. It should be inverted and integrated with all the property data in 
3D for targeting and identification of cross faults and any possible intrusives in the area. 

Once drill targets are better defined, CSMA T and IP surveys could improve detailed targeting 
since abundant carbon and disseminated pyrite are present in the lower reaches of the 
Nighthawk Ridge open pit and anticipated locally in sulfide portions of the Pilot/Devils Gate 
host rock portions of the targets. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P. G. 
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In May 2007 Midway's Alan Branham requested I review a submitted property adjoining the 
Monte property Midway had acquired in their merger with Pan Nevada Corporation. On the 
basis of the field review, the Meridian Ridge property to the south was rejected. Related 
traverses over the Monte claims lead to the identification of untested targets for additional 
Nighthawk Ridge type deposits, including a target to the west of the Monte claims which was 
recommended for Midway staking. Recon traverse mapping produced a generalized alteration 
overlay map for the region and better documents the gold mineralized system, which is district 
scale with about 8-10 miles of strike length (Figures 1 and 2). 

To the southeast, the Anchor property became available and acquired by Midway. It was grid 
drilled in the past with a small unspecified resource reportedly defined. No project data is 
known. The Anchor deposit appears to be along some of the same NS mineralized fractures 
that cut through the strike length of gold occurrences and properties. 

Concurrently the Lyle Campbell Trust Monte project files stored in Reno were reviewed, 
scanned, compiled into digital format as available. The digital data was geographically 
registered and assembled with the geologic recon traverse mapping results in 2D GIS in 
Maplnfo. The digital data, including available drill hole data, was compiled (Hatch, 2007) into 
MapJnfo 2D GIS and also integrated and modeled in 3D utilizing Gocad pattern recognition 
software for modeling and projection. The 3D was used to derive gold controls, a working 
exploration model for the northeast part of the Nighthawk Ridge deposit. The data also 
provides the basis for the present assessment of the broader upside exploration potential of the 
Gold Rock property. 

Results and recommendations of the property exams and evaluations were presented in field 
tours, emails and memos in the past and were followed up by Midway to consolidate the land 
over most of the gold system. This report combines and summarizes these results. 

LOCATION AND ACCESS 
The Gold Rock property is White Pine County, Nevada on Federal land administered by the 
Bureau Land Management (BLM). The claims are in the eastern Pancake Range, west of 
Railroad Valley. 

The property is on the Greensprings NW 7.5 USGS topographic quadrangle map (Figure 2). 

Chevi/lon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, lvf.A., C.P.G. 
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Figure 2. Gold Rock property land boundary on the Greensprings NE 7.5 minute USGS 
topographic quadrangle map. 
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Eureka, Nevada is the closest town, located 43 miles northeast of the property. Access 
is from highway 50 north of the property (Figure 3). From Eureka travel east on highway 50 
past the marked Pan Summit to the gravel road south tum off 27.3 miles east of Eureka. The 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevil/on, MA. , C.P.G. 
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fenced Nighthawk pit is 16 miles south of highway 50. Access is year round except during 
winter snow storms. 

Figure 3. Gold Rock property location 43 miles southeast of Eureka, Nevada. 

LAND 
The Gold Rock property covers 14 square miles (Figure I) and consists of several claim blocks 
consolidated by Midway through agreements. Midway has a detailed summary of the land 
status, claims and agreement obligations. 

APPROACH 
Recon Traverse Geologic Mapping 

At the time of property review, minimal property data was available. An initial property 
traverse established the need for an alteration overlay to identify areas of potential 
mineralization. On the quadrangle geologic map, topo maps and USGS air photo base maps, a 
traverse geologic map was constructed over several days of fieldwork. The mapping also 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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covered the Meridian property, the entire Easy Junior ridge to the south and eventually the 
Anchor property to the southeast (Figures 1 and 4). 

Data Compilation 
Copies of the original data for the Monte claims and available project data reside in the Lyle 
Campbell Trust files in Reno. Lyle Campbell owned the Monte property during the Nighthawk 
Ridge mine production. Mine operators had options on the Monte property and provided 
annual reports and drill hole and other project exploration data in progress reports and maps. 
Some of the information overlaps and extends off the Monte claims onto the Nighthawk Ridge 
property. 

I arranged for the data to be indexed, scanned and printed from the Lyle Campbell Monte files 
and shipped the copies and scans to the Midway Eureka office. 

Bob Hatch (2007) compiled and transcribed drill hole and rock sample data and geologic and 
assay data into spread sheet and Maplnfo formats. I incorporated this data along with the recon 
mapping results, land and current sample results into the Maplnfo GIS and Gocad 3D 
exploration model for targeting, summarized in this report (and enclosed data of Appendix 3). 

Rock Chip Sampling 
An orientation rocks chip sample traverse of 79 rock chip panel samples was collected on the 
north high wall of the Nighthawk Ridge pit. The continuous horizontal sample traverse was 
designed to approximate a horizontal drill hole across the width of the Nighthawk Ridge 
deposit. The rock sample traverse and geologic log provides a geochemical and geologic 
picture of anomalies over the deposit ( or a proximal strike extension) that can be used in 
evaluating future alteration and gold and trace element results of recommended mapping, grid 
soil and rock chip sampling on the Gold Rock property for Nighthawk Ridge type deposits. 

Soil Gas Sampling 
An east west orientation line of soil gas samples (CO2, SO2, H2S, 0, NH3) was collected 
mostly within natural Qal just south of the Nighthawk Ridge pit. The purpose of the sampling 
was to test the applicability of the soil gas technique in the exploration for Nighthawk Ridge 
type deposits and perhaps Anchor type deposits covered by valley fill gravel covered bedrock 
on the property. 

RESULTS 
Property Geology 

Published geology and Midway mapped and compiled geology of the Gold Rock property are 
shown in Figures 4, 6 and 7 respectively. Devils Gate Limestone and overlying Pilot shale and 
Joanna Limestone are generally exposed in the east part of the property on nearly dip slopes of 
the mountain range. Chainman Shale and occasionally Joanna Limestone in anticline hinges, 
are exposed in the western half of the property (Figures 6 and 7). 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA. , C.P.G. 
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The Nighthawk Ridge deposit is hosted in silicified and decalcified Chainman Shale and 
Joanna limestone in the faulted axial fold hinge zone of the faulted Easy Junior anticline. 
Within the open pit the anticline is a sharp diaperic fold trending north northeast, with its limbs 
attenuated by normal faults. At the north end of pit the fold verges to the west. 

The axis of the Easy Junior anticline extends north through 3.5 miles of strike length to the 
north limit of the property (Figure 6). 

Quaternary alluvial deposits cover most of the anticline hinge zone in the central part of the 
property (2 miles of strike length) (Figure 6). It appears that the Nighthawk Ridge deposit was 
essentially a Qal covered discovery within the eastern foothills of the range (Carden, 1991). 
The Qal covers prospective bedrock N and S of the open pit and provides an exploration 
obstacle for targeting, past drilling, and bedrock mapping and sampling. 

Prospective Pilot Shale Formation and Devils Gate Formation host rocks down section from 
the Nighthawk Ridge deposit host rocks are projected beneath the entire length of the Easy 
Junior anticline and apparently have not been drill tested in the past. 

Depths to potential target stratigraphy vary along the strike of the anticline since the axis 
defines several doublely plunging folds along it's strike length. The fold axis is also cut by 
northwest trending high angle faults of unknown offsets. 

Stratigraphy:. A composite stratigraphic column for the Gold Rock property is 
illustrated in Figure 5. The Nighthawk Ridge gold deposit mined in the past and similar 
exploration targets, are hosted by the lower Chainman Shale and Joanna Limestone (Figure 5). 

Gold showings at the Anchor target in the southern Gold Rock property are hosted by Pilot 
Shale and cave fill breccias on the basal unconformity with Devils Gate Limestone (Figure 5). 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 4. Published geology of the property (modified after Humphrey?, 1960s?). 
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Stuctural Geology Domains 
Folds. The Gold Rock property covers at least three structural domains (Figure 6, 

Table 1 ). The Domains are apparently separated by east block up, normal faults, but more 
detailed mapping is needed to establish the Domain contact relationships. 

Structural Domains Defining Characteristics 

I Sharp, attenuated, diaperic anticlines, with near 
axial plane faults, separated by broad open 
synclines; fold axes trend NS, NNE and NW. 

II Open NW trend folds 

II1 East dipping hogback ridge cut by NW, NE and 
NS high angle faults. A large scale NE trending 
reverse fault bounds a north portion of Domain 
Ill. 

Table I. Gold Rock property structural domain definitions. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevil/on, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 6. Midway recon traverse geologic map of the Gold Rock property naming the 
anticlines and showing structural Domain boundaries (Explanation shown in Figure 7). The 
geologic map is modified after Humphrey, 1960 and Amselco (1983) with field input from 
Tom Gesick (personal communication, 2007). 
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Figure 7. Initial recon traverse alteration overlay Gold Rock property. 

In Domain I the axis of the Easy Junior anticline is mappable and projected for a minimum 
strike length of 8+ miles, with 5 miles of the axial hinge zone within the length of the 
property (Figure 6). 
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Other Domain I anticlines are shown to the W in Figure 6. They are double plunging faulted 
folds with 1-2 mile fold hinge strike lengths(?) and probably represent a subdomain or separate 
structural domain with target potential. 

For about 2 miles of strike length, the Easy Junior anticline axis is projected beneath Qal cover 
rocks (Figure 6). The anticline hinge zone projection is locally confirmed within the covered 
area by a cross section constructed along an east west fence of drill holes that cut into the 
Joanna Limestone within an anticline at depth, I mile north of the Nighthawk Ridge open pit 
(Gesick, 2007) Figure 8. 

w _ 100• " " I 
1 - E 

Mj 

_____ jl, 1oo_tt_ 

Figure 8. Section A-A' summarized (modified after Gesick, 2007). The cross section confirms the presence of 
the Easy Junior anticline, prospective Joanna rocks and associated Au 1 mile north of the Nighthawk Ridge open 
pit. 

The Anchor gold target is in Domain II. The target lies along NS reverse faults that cut NS 
open folds within the Devils Gate Limestone (Figure 6). 

Faults. Normal faults bound and accentuate the Easy Junior anticline within the 
Nighthawk Ridge pit (Figure 6). Outside the pit the strike extension of the faults through the 
strike length of the anticline are expected, but difficult to map due to the lack of marker units 
with in the Chainman Shale, the effects of alteration in the Chainman and rare exposures of the 
Joanna Formation (Figure 6). 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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High angle NW and NE trending cross faults cut the structural Domains and generally to be 
normal faults with minimal displacements (<100 ft) (Amselco, 1983). 

An exception is a strong NE trending fault which appears to be reverse fault with it's E block 
up (Figure 6). This NE trending reverse fault bounds Domains II and III (Figure 6). 

19 

There are also possible thrusts faults that are apparent from traverses SE of the Gold Rock 
property. The structural domains probably relate to the larger scale thrust terrain. Additional 
mapping particularly, south and east of the property and perhaps along the range front east of 
the property would be required to construct large scale EW cross sections through the property 
to completely assess the structural setting and possible implications of covered thrust targets 
(e.g. shallow potential host rocks cut by the NS and intersecting NW, NE high angle faults at 
depth?). 

Compiled Property Wide Drill Hole Data 
Hole Locations. Compiled drill holes from the Lyle Campi bell Trust Monte files total 

245 holes distributed in the northern half of the property ( Hatch, 2007) (Figure 9). The holes 
are shallow and mostly vertical, drilled by Echo Bay and Amselco in the past. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 9. Compiled drill hole collar locations compiled from the Lyle Campbell Trust files (Hatch, 2007). 

DriU Hole Geology: Of the compiled drill holes, most have at least some geologic 
descriptions recorded and transcribed into digital format (Hatch, 2007) in Figure 10. 

Chevillon Exploratio11 Consulting C. Victor Ch evil/on, MA., C.P. G. 
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Figure 10. Oblique property wide view illustrating the distribution of compiled drill hole geologic information 
from Lyle Campbell Trust. Note drill hole geology is missing for the gray holes within the EZ Junior pit. 
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Drill Hole Geochemistry: Compiled, available drill hole assays (n == 19,949 samples) 
(Hatch, 2007) are distributed among about 70 percent of the holes. Compiled drill hole sample 
interval locations are shown in Figure 11 with Au statistics shown in Figure 12. Note that most 
assays are posted for compiled holes in the Nighthawk Ridge pit area (Figure 11 ). 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevi/lon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 11. Oblique map overview of the distribution of compile drill hole assays intervals. Assay totally missing 
in 15 of245 holes, (n= 19,949 samples). 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 12. Statistics and histogram of compiled Monte drill hole gold intercepts (Hatch, 9/25/08): n- 16,261 
samples, maximum 0.886 opt Au, mean 0.0053 opt Au, standard deviation 0.0195. 
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Gold values in compiled drill hole assays are summarized in Figure 13 which shows >0.01 opt 
Au samples for a property wide reference. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 13. Oblique map view of the spatial distribution of compiled Au intercepts in drill holes showing all 
intercepts >0.01 opt Au. The compiled samples and holes with missing samples are plotted in Figure 11. 

Nighthawk Ridge 3D Geologic Model 
Drill Hole Deposit Model. Drill hole collars compiled around the Nighthawk Ridge 

pit are plotted Figure 14. No geologic maps or grid cross sections of the Nighthawk Ridge pit 
were found in the Lyle Campbell Trust project data. The Amselco mine records may have 
been destroyed after the mine closed? Carden (1991) provides some generalized sections. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Hatch's (2007) interpreted, transcribed drill logs, which were imported into Gocad 3D and 
geologic contacts are modeled as possible (Figure 15). The compiled geochemical data was 
overlain to derive geologic correlations on gold and alteration as possible. Fault information in 
the logs was sparse and not considered in the drill hole modeling . 
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Figure 14. Location of all available compiled drill holes and blast holes in the Nighthawk Ridge pit area from the 
Lyle Campbell Trust files ( compiled by Hatch, 2007). 
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Stratigraphic Units. Figure 16 is a structure contour map of the hanging wall contact 
of a sandstone unit consistently logged at the base of the Joanna Limestone, top of the Pilot 
Shale. The sandstone unit is considered as a marker unit 45 feet thick within the Nighthawk 
Ridge pit area 3D model. The hanging wall contact surface of the sandstone unit defines a 
north- north south to northeast trending, doubly plunging anticline beneath and east of the 
Nighthawk Ridge open pit (Figure 16). The axial plane of appears folded, but may be offset by 
faults (not modeled). 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 16. Map view 3D geologic model: HW contact of thin marker sandstone unit at the top the Pilot Shale 
Formation. The unit is distinctive among the logged drill holes and its HW contact surfaces defines an 
asymmetric anticline with a NS fold axis that trend NE to the N. As shown in the geologic model figures below, 
most of the logged drill holes ended in the unit at the top of the Pilot Formation as interpreted from the compiled 
drill hole geology and from Chainman shale exposed in outcrop. Notice that the axis of the anticline lies along the 
NE open pit high wall and is well beneath the open pit. 

Chevil/on Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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A second structure contour map constructed on the hanging wall contact of the Joanna 
Limestone is modeled in Figure 17. Note the assymetrical, north trending fold is cut off by the 
lack of data to the west (compare Figures 17 and 15) defined by the HW Joanna contact 
surface. 

Figure 17. Map view of 3D geologic model: Structure contour on modeled HW contact of the Joanna Limestone 
(Mj) Formation which stratigraphically above the sandstone of the previous Figure. The Mj contact surfacae 
defines the E limb of a NS trending anticline (when compared with FW sandstone (compare with previous 
Figure)). The Mj contact surface is modeled to the Wedge of the compiled drill hole data (following Figure). 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 18 is an oblique 3D view, looking up from below the topographic surface. This view 
(Figure 18) shows the mutual relationships of the HW contact of the Joanna Limestone and the 
HW contact of the marker sandstone unit in the upper Pilot Shale. Note the anticline is defined 
by the two contact surfaces very well. 

Figurel8. Looking up and NNE from underground beneath the Nighthawk Ridge pit. The lower Joanna 
sandstone unit contact surface defines an anticline trending N. Notice the hinge of the anticline is not defined by 
the modeled HW contact of the Joanna Limestone, probably due to the limit of the drill hole data to the Wand the 
effects of faults not modeled in the drill hole data, but obvious at the surface. There is probably a steep dipping 
normal fault (E block down) that cuts the fold (note shown in the figure above, but exposed in the N and S 
highwalls of the open pit. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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In longitudinal section (Figure 19) the doubly plunging anticline defined by the HW contact of 
the marker sandstone is displayed,. The plunge of the fold axis is not well defined by modeled 
HW contact of the Joanna limestone contact surface (Figure 19). This may be due to high 
angle faults and offset mapped in the open pit (see below) . 

Figure 19. Oblique view, longitudinal section view of the 3D geologic model looking E. The Easy Junior 
anticline defined by the contact surface of the sandstone in upper Pilot Shale plunges to the N and Sin a northern 
part of the open pit. 

Alteration Units: Mostly stratabound pervasive silicification Gasperoid) HW and FW 
of the Joanna limestone HW contact correlated among drill holes (Figure 20). 

Hanging wall silicification in the overlying Chainman Shale is less continuous than in 
jasperoid of the Joanna Limestone (Figure 20). 

Chevillon E:xploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA. , C.P. G. 
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Figure 20. Alteration model, oblique longitudinal section looking E, compiled drill holes in the Nighthawk Ridge 
pit. Red contact surfaces are constructed on the limits of logged jasperoid, which is essentially the entire Joanna 
in the drilling data. Silicification (magenta) and argillic alteration (gray white drill intercepts) are logged in the 
Chainman mostly above the jasperoid breccia and decrease away from breccia. 

Gold Distribution. In longitudinal section, gold in drill holes generally correlates with 
silicification (Figures 21) in the Joanna limestone and in silicified Chainman Shale (Figure 22). 
Gold has the best continuity in the long section apex of the Easy Junior anticline (Figures 21 
and 22). 

Gold distribution in cross section also follows silicification in the hinge zone of the anticline 
where drill hole geologic control exists (Figures 23 and 24). Drill hole gold to the west of the 
modeled anticline hinge is beyond drill hole geology, but follows the shape of a projected west 
limb of the anticline (Figure 23). 

A series of conventional EW cross sections across the Nighthawk Ridge open pit, looking N is 
shown, with commentary in Appendix 2. The Appendix 2 cross sections also illustrate the gold 
is associated with silicification in the Joanna and overlying Chainman formations and focused 
within the hinge zone of faulted anticline. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 21. Alteration model and Au drill intercepts in the EZ Jr pit (compare with previous figure). Au is 
associated with the Joannajasperoid breccia and some of the HW silicification and argillic alteration (compare 
with previous figure). 
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Figure 22. Alteration model, host stratigraphy model and Au drill hole intercepts in oblique long section view 
looking E in the NE third of the Nighthawk Ridge open pit. Notice that the logged jasperoid breccia includes the 
entire volume of rock between the red HW and FW contact surfaces. The jasperoid breccia is generally 
stratabound, but slightly discordant and cuts down into the logged FW sandstone unit. Note gold is focused in the 
apex of the doubly plunging anticline defined by the HW contact of the sandstone contact. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 23. EW oblique cross section looking NNE shows anticline controlled Au in compiled drill holes. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P. G. 
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Figure 24. Map view of Au in drill holes, host rock stratigraphy and modeled alteration from compiled drill holes. 
The host rocks surfaces extend to the edges of the area with geologic drill hole information. Plotted Au values 
extend to the edge of the area with compile drill holes. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevi/lon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Nighthawk Ridge Open Pit Geology 
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North High Wall. Geology is well exposed in cross section on the N high wall of the 
Nighthawk Ridge pit defines the west verging anticline in the up thrown block of north-south, 
east dipping normal fault (Figures 25). Along the uppermost north bench of the pit, the 
anticline is a chevron fold . Down stratigraphic section into the open pit, the fold is a composite 
attenuated fold. 

Alteration units at an outcrop scale are often stratabound (Figure 27). At the scale of the 
anticline the mapped alteration units are discordant and stratabound within the hinge of the 
anticline (Figure 26). 

The hypogene alteration cross section patterns within the hinge zone of the Easy Junior 
anticline (Figure 26) shows that particularly strong silicification is discordant and appears to 
generally occupy the axial plan of the fold. Relatively unaltered Chainman shale is present on 
the E and W flanks of the anticline, though stringers of limonite and some clay persist east and 
west of the anticline (see sample traverse photos in Appendix 3). 

On the pit high wall supergene weathering is exposed within at least 50 feet of the surface 
(Figure 26) and is after carbon/pyrite hypogene alteration, decalcification and mild 
silicification and some strong pervasive silicification. 

Distinctive white/red, supergene, Liesegang banding alteration is common over the weathered 
core of the mineralized fold (Figure 26a) (add field photo). The white/red Liesegana banded, 
supergene weathered alteration likely provides mapping criteria to trace mineralized and 
potentially mineralized rocks and structures elsewhere on the property. 

Figures 28 and 29 also present two views of the high wall geologic data compiled showing fold 
patterns, stratigraphic contacts and superimposed stratigraphic and alteration contacts. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, M A., C.P.G. 
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Figure 25. (Top): Nighthawk Ridge open pit, north high wall looking north (20-30 ft benches for scale). 
(Bottom): Interpreted rock units derived from the detailed map of the uppermost bench, open pit geologic 
traverses and 3D modeling of drill results in the E FW of the open pit. Mp - Pilot Shale; Mjss - basal Joanna 
sandstone; Mj-Joanna Limestone; Mc- Chainman shale. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulling C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 26. (Top): Nighthawk Ridge open pit, north highwall looking north {20-30 ft benches). (Bottom): 
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Interpreted alteration overlay with control on the upper most bench and traverses down the pit haul road. Ox -
oxidized altered rock, hematite stained and white clay altered (Figure 27); Si - pervasive si licification and some 
drussy quartz pyrite veins; Cpy - pervasive carbon, pyrite alteration with some vein pyrite, with and without 
quartz; Decal, Si, Clay- patches and zones of pervasive decalcification, silicification and clay alteration without 
much pyrite; Clay - argillic alteration. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevi/lon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 28. (Top): Nighthawk Ridge open pit, north highwall looking north (20-30 ft benches). (Bottom): 
Summary of interpreted alteration overlay on structure and stratigraphy. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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South High Wall. The south highwall cross section of the Easy Junior anticline 
(Figure 30) is not accessible due to vertical faces, unstable ground and no accessible benches. 
The faulted, diaperic anticline of Joanna formation, into Chainman formation persists and the 
anticline appears nearly vertical rather than west verging as in the north high wall of the pit. 

Correlation of Pit Geology with 3D Drill Hole Model 
The mapped north high wall pit geology appears to correlated well with the drill hole modeled 
geology of the Nighthawk Ridge deposit. 

Figure 3 I shows the photo geologic map 0f the north high wall draped on and estimated 
Nighthawk Ridge 3D open pit derived from Google Earth satellite photos and bench counts for 
open pit depth estimates. The estimate open pit surface looking down obliquely on the 3D drill 
hole model is shown in Figure 3 I. 

Figure 32 illustrates the same data, rotated among four views to illustrate the spatial 
correlations of the mapped pit surface geology draped on the pit surface with the modeled 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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subsurface drill hole geology. It appears that the anticline modeled in the subsurface is cut by 
an east dipping normal fault mapped in the pit. The fault offsets the hinge and west limb of the 
anticline, and appears to have displaced it up ·into the open pit volume (Figure 32, D). 

I \; 
Figure 31 , Oblique photo geology of Nighthawk Ridge open pit north high wall draped on to Nighthawk Ridge 
pit surface showing drill hole modeled geologic contact surfaces beneath the open pit. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 32. Rotated 3D model views: A) map view, B) oblique view looking NNE. Note the fold axis in the open 
pit is slightly W of the fold defined by the drill hole modeled contact surfaces, C) Note the location and dip 
projection of the normal fault mapped in the open pit (dark blue line) relative to the W limb of the modeled fold 
beneath the open pit and D) looking from below and showing the approximate down dip projection of the normal 
fault mapped in the open pit (white line). Note the HW contact of the Joanna Limestone may be cut and offset by 
the projected normal fault (white line) and the crest of the anticline up thrown into the open pit area. 
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Nighthawk Ridge N High Wall Rock Samples 
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The rock samples were collected generally through 1 m intervals across an east west 
continuous sample traverse of the upper most north high wall bench of the Nighthawk Ridge 
open pit (Figure 33, Appendix 2). The rock sample results indicate Au is mostly associated 
with silica (jasperoid) within the Joanna limestone within the axial hinge zone of the anticline. 

Histogram metal plots are stacked above the geologic and alteration high wall map show metal 
zoning patterns relative to the geology in Figure 33 (and other similar plots for all elements in 
Appendix 2): 

1) Au within the axial zone (hinge) of the anticline associated with strong, pervasive 
silicification. 

2) Au cotTelative elements including Au, Hg, As, Fe, Sb . 
3) Antithetic or low over Au and highs flanking Au: Sr, Pb, P, S, Ti, Cu,, V, Na, Be, Mn, 

Ni, Co, Ca, Mg Be, Ag, Ca, Zn 
4) Asymmetric with an interior low over Au: Mo, Mn 
5) Lab noise: W 

The metal patterns are likely associated with paleoisotherms and mineralizing fluid flow during 
mineralization. The patterns may be useful in interpreting soil and drill hole data for vectoring 
toward Au. 

Chevi/lon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevil/on, MA., C.P. G. 
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Figure 33. Geochemical zoning patterns of key metals distributed about Au across the north high wall bench, 
continuous rock chip sample traverse relative to the sketched geologic cross section of the Nighthawk Ridge pit. 
Appendix - displays all the metal zoning plots along the traverse. 
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Nighthawk Ridge Soil Gas Orientation Survey 
An orientation line of soils gas samples was collected across the S strike extension of the 
Nighthawk Ridge deposit and N of the Decker Flats. A distinctive CO2 high with NH3 highs 
are present just the W of the straight line projection of the deposits (Figure 34). Low CO2 and 
NH3 values on the Wend of the line, well away from the deposit combined with the highs 
near the deposits are interpreted as evidence of a distinctive C02/NH3 soil gas signal, through 
the Quaternary alluvium over and near covered Au mineralization. 

From the orientation results the soil gas technique warrants follow up to help define covered 
targets through the strike length of the Easy Junior anticline. 

Figure 34. Soil gas orientation results with Left: high CO2 just W of the deposts Right: NH3 highs and over the 
CO2 highs and perhaps flanking the deposits with a central low (see Appendix I). 

PROPERTY EXPLORATION TARGETS 
From the compilation and fieldwork 5 exploration targets can be identified for follow up 
definition and any warranted drill testing (Figure 35): 

I) Anchor and Decker Flats resource areas 
2) Proximal Exploration Drilling (Deep Nighthawk Ridge) 
3) North extension of the Easy Junior anticline 
4) The West Anticline 
5) South Pediment 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 35. Gold Rock property targets areas for complete definition and follow up. 
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Anchor and Decker Flats Resource Areas require re grid drilling or at least several 
exploration holes to establish some initial grades and thickness of the past drilled resource 
areas. 

48 

After additional geologic mapping and ground truthing of past drill hole locations and 
preparation of pre drilling cross sections, early grid drilling to redefine and expand resources 
at Decker Flats and Anchor can be started immediately with a relatively low risk, high success 
ratio likely 

P.-oximal Exploration Drilling (Deep Nighthawk Ridge): With the Nighthawk 
Ridge, the partial 3D model provides a basis to spot holes and test the Pilot/Devils Gate contact 
target type beneath a mined deposit. Drill holes can be designed utilizing the cross sections in 
Appendix 2. 

North extension of the Easy Junior Anticline: through 3 miles of strike length along 
strongly altered (hematite Leisegang banded shales andjasperoids) in Pilot Shale and perhaps 
some exposed Joanna limestone to the north end of the property (described by Gesick, 2007 in 
the field). 

Results from the Nighthawk Ridge 3D modeling was integrated into the property data and used 
to project the Joanna Limestone target unit within the Easy Junior anticline to the north in the 
subsurface. In the open pit, the anticline is doubly plunging at the scale of the open pit. This 
characteristic can be expected to continue to the north with anticline axis decreasing and 
increasing in elevations to the north. The vertical relief on the fold axis along it's strike is 
likely also enhanced by cross fault offsetting along numerous northeast faults mapped to the 
north of the open pit. 

From immediately north of the open pit to about 1 mile north there is a dissected alluvial gravel 
terrace on the ridge tops that covers bedrock. Several exploration holes have been drilled 
through the gravel in the area and drill cuttings on the ground indicate carbonaceous Chainman 
shale was locally cut in the bedrock. 

Figure 36 shows the modeled anticline axis with the projected Joanna target contact color 
contoured on the depth from the topographic surface. Red areas along the axis projection 
(Figure 36) represent the areas where shallow drill targets for the Chainman Shale /Joanna 
Limestone are projected. 

Figure 37 projects the depths from the topo surface to the target host rock Pilot Shale/Devils 
Gate Limestone contact, through the strike length of the anticline. 

Additional mapping and detailed rock sampling should be initially focused in the projected 
shallow target area to the north early on. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 36. Target map -the mineralized Chainman Shale and Joanna Limestone target, similar to what was 
mined in the Nighthawk Ridge open pit, is projected on the HW contact of the Joanna Limestone within the 
faulted axial zone of the projected Easy Junior anticline. Depth of the HW Mj contact is color contoured by 
projected depth from the topographic surface for drill planning. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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Figure 37. Target map - Lower Pilot Shale and HW Devils Gate target within the faulted and mineralized Easy 
Junior anticline axial zone. The 3D modeled HW Mdg contact is color contoured by projected depth beneath the 
topographic surface for drill planning. The depths are projected conformably beneath the projecte FW contact of 
the Joanna limestone assuming a Pilot Shale thickness of 200 ft. 

The West Anticline is defined within folded Chainman stratigraphy and warrants soil 
and rock sampling with follow up soil gas sampling in the shallow alluvium covered valley that 
obscures most of the anticline (Figure 35). 

Chevi/1011 Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevillon, MA., C.P.G. 
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The South Pediment extends for east of Nighthawk Ridge southeast from Decker 
Flats southeast about 2.5 miles to the vicinity of the Anchor deposit (Figure 35). The area has 
not been prospected and warrants detailed mapping and conventional soils sampling and soil 
gas grid sampling. 

Initial recon traverse mapping delineated an anticline with jasperoid and hydrothermal caves 
within it's core exposed in Domain I, NE of the Nighthawk Ridge open pit. Additional 
mapping and rock sampling is warranted, as well as soils and soil gas, particularly to the south 
in the Qal covered areas. An eastern anticline and it' s south mineralized strike extension 
(Figure 34) may account for the NH3 and CO2 soil gas anomalies on the east end of the 
orientation soil gas line (Figures 3 and 4). Additional soil gas sampling to the E of the pit is 
required to test for a CO2 high analogous to the high near the Nighthawk Ridge/Decker flats 
mineralization. The eastern anticline may signal other covered folds within the NS fracture 
corridor that projects into the South Pediment target, W of the Anchor deposit. 

DISCUSSION 
Higher Au Grades 
The Gold Rock property encompasses relatively low grade gold deposits and probably 
indicated resources to date. Potential for higher grade deposits is unknown. If a Pan type 
deposit can be found at Gold Rock, it could contain some local high grade feeder zones to 
boost overall Au grades. 

The Nighthawk Ridge deposit is hosted within Chainman Shale and Joanna Limestone. Since 
Chainman Shale is not calcareous or a good host for Carlin type deposits, it may be possible 
that a strong gold system with higher grade potential at depth is responsible for the deposit. 
Exploration for gold deposits in the Pilot and Devils Gate host stratigraphy down section, 
beneath Nighthawk Ridge may have high grade potential. 
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Appendix 1. * 
Orientation Rock Chip Sample Results & 
Orientation Soil Gas Sample Results 

53 

*The electronic version of Appendix I on the DVD has field photos linked the sample results. 
The alteration colors in the photos will help in future mapping. 
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Rock Chip Sampling Results: 

The attached spread sheet file (Table I) provides the: 

I) Rock chip sample locations (MonteRxResults worksheet tab) 
2) Linked field photos of the sample sites (MonteRxResults worksheet tab) 
3) Analytical ICP lab results for the samples (RE07056665 worksheet tab), 

55 

4) A series of histograms which illustrate the correlation of element zoning patterns across 
the Nighthawk Ridge pit N high wall sample traverse (TraverseHistrogramGroups 
worksheet tab) and 

5) The original lab file emailed from ALS Chemex (RE07056665 worksheet tab). 

A continuous rock chip sample traverse (about 1 m intervals) was collected across the N high 
wall of the Nighthawk Ridge open pit from west to east. The traverse included 79 samples 
through 326 feet (99m) across the hinge zone and flanks of the mineralized Nighthawk Ridge 
faulted anticline that was mined by the open pit to the S. 

The samples were analyzed by 41 element TCP as a first attempt to characterized the mappable 
surface alteration assemblages exposed within and around the mineralized anticline and to 
derive a geochemical zoning model across the anticline and alteration zones that could be used 
in exploration at the property and perhaps elsewhere (Pan) in similar mineralized systems. 
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Figure 2. Index map of rock chip and soil gas orientation sample traverses (modified after 
Humphrey, 1960). 
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Rock Chip Elemental Zoning 
The histograms of analytical results plotted W to E on the X axis, and elemental analysis 
results on the Y axis (Table 1 TraverseHistrogramGroups Worksheet) reveal at least five 
spatial elemental associations across the hinge of the mineralized anticline: 
(sample MR-47 was collected in the axial plane of the anticline for reference in the histogram 
plots (Figure 1) in Table I TraverseHistrogramGroups Worksheet): 

6) Au within the axial zone (hinge) of the anticline associated with strong, pervasive 
silicification. 

7) Au correlative elements including Au, Hg, As, Fe, Sb 
8) Antithetic or low over Au and highs flanking Au: Sr, Pb, P, S, Ti, Cu,, V, Na, Be, Mn, 

Ni, Co, Ca, Mg Be, Ag, Ca, Zn 
9) Assymetric with an interior low over Au: Mo, Mn 
I 0) Lab noise: W 

The histrogram patterns are illustrated over a geologic cross section in Figure 33 (in report). 

Soil Gas Sample Results: 
An orientation line of multi species soil gas was collected across the Send of the pit from only 
natural surface, undisturbed areas that are locally present very close to the pit rim. 

Soil gas sample results are posted in Table 2 along with sample locations (see above index 
map). 

Contours of the NH3, CO2 and 02 soil gas results are shown in the three maps (Figures 3, 4 
and 5): 

I) A distinctive NH3 soil gas low flanked by highs generally correlates with the projected 
Au resources in the subsurface and with the axis of the Easy Junior anticline. 

2) CO2 highs and a distinctive 02 soil gas low is present about 100 mW of the anticline 
axis and Au resources. 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Ch evil/on, MA., C.P. G. 
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Figure 3. Contoured soil gas ppm CO2, orientation line S of Nighthawk Ridge open pit. 
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Figure 4. Contoured soil gas ppm NH3, orientation line S of Nighthawk Ridge open pit. 
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Figure 5. Contoured soil gas ppm 02, orientation line S of Nighthawk Ridge open pit. 
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Appendix 2: ** 
Nighthawk Ridge Deposit 3D Model Cross Sections 

**The attached electronic version of Appendix 2 also includes: 
1) All the original data forwarded by Midway for the project 

61 

2) All Maplnfo files compiled for the project. Wor spaces are not included since they 
do not open and have routine, Maplnfo directory path problems. The data directory 
structure is meant to be intuitive to construct your own workspaces. 

3) Gocad 2.0.8 files of the 3D modeling. 
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Nighthawk Ridge Deposit 3D Model Cross Sections 
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The following maps and cross sections provides views of the 3D Gocad geologic model of the 
Nighthawk Ridge deposit for targeting purposes. Based on the model the depth to the 
Pilot/Devils Gate limestone target contact zone is shown for reference in the cross sections. 
The sections illustrate the lack of drilling to the contact and proposed exploration hole design 
(Figure I 0). 

The available Nighthawk Ridge drill hole geology enables modeling of geologic contact 
surfaces among the holes and provides a generalize reference stratigraphic section (Figure 2 
Explanation for sections) for the north east open pit area. The geologic model from the drill 
holes also provides a structural picture of a normal faulted (W block up) mineralized anticline, 
consistent the with geology exposed in the pit. 

Figure 1 is an index map of the cross sections. Figure 2 provides an explanation for the cross 
sections (Figures 3 through 22). 

Chevillon Exploration Consulting C. Victor Chevil/011, M A., C.P.G. 
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Figure I. Cross section index map. Sections that follow are drawn along drill hole fences and 
sequence from south to north. The cross sections are referenced on the map by the northing 
UTM m coordinate along which they are drawn. For drill planning, elevation reference lines 
are shown at 500 ft elevation intervals. 
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Figure 2. Explanation of cross sections through the Nighthawk Ridge open pit geologic model 
which applies to all cross section of Appendix 2. The stratigraphic column, including 
formations and the marker sandstone provide a stratigraphic model for future drilling. 
Alteration (Figures 20 and 21 of the report) show that Joanna Limestone is generally jasperoid 
within the Nighthawk Ridge open pit and mineralized Chainman Shale is generally silicified. 
At the surface, oxidation of mineralized and potentially mineralized Chainman Shale is 
characterized by bleached, hematite Liesegang banded, silicified shale which grades laterally, 
away from mineralization to limonite shale to essentially fresh, green, gray and brown 
weathering Chainman shale (Appendix 1 ). 
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Figure 3. Cross section at the Send of the Nighthawk Ridge pit, well S of the available 
compiled drill hole information. The Joanna Limestone contact surface and Devils Gate 
contact at depth are projected south from the drill data and the S high wall of the open pit. 
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Figure 5. Southernmost first row of compiled drill holes in the Nighthawk Ridge open pit. It 
is important in the cross section that the exact vertical extend of the Nighthawk Ridge pit is 
grossly estimated and is probably not accurate. The pit elevations need to be surveyed to firm 
establish what drill intercepts have been mined and what may be left in the ground. 
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Figure 6. The deepest hole, no geologic information is available. 
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Figure 7. The first cross section that cuts through the detailed drill hole 3D model of the 
geologic contacts. Drill hole geology is available only in the eastern holes of the section. The 
anticline modeled in the Mdg (blue) is projected from the anticline defined by the drill hole 
data for the HW contact of the marker sandstone (tan) contact surface. 
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Figure 8. Note highest gold values are anticline like, but compiled drill hole geology is limited 
in the western 60 % of the holes. To the E, drill holes were terminated in the marker sandstone 
at the base of the Joanna Limestone and this was probably the case to the west? The exact 
position of the normal fault mapped in the open pit is uncertain, but the upthrown Mj limestone 
shown in the section is loosely projected from the N and S high wall of the open pit. The Mp 
shale down to the Mdg contact is clearly not tested by past drilling. This lack of testing the 
deeper potential is one common theme displayed by the cross sections. 
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Figure 9. The geologic controls on gold to the Wand beneath the projected open pit is 
unknown since no geologic data is available for the W drill holes. 
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Figure 10. This cross section may illustrate that the normal fault mapped in the pit breached 
the Easy Junior anticline with an up thrown western block. Highest gold may be within the 
fault zone and within associatedjasperoid of the Mj host rocks? On the section the exact 
position of the normal fault is not exactly known. The fault and highest grade gold controls 
may extend down dip into the Mp and Mdg contact target zone. A representative proposed 
hole is sketched in to illustrate the target concept. 
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Figure 11. Probable collar error in hole EZ-207-87. Highest gold probably along the normal 
fault mapped in the pit. 
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Figure 12. Fold hinge controlled gold in the up thrown anticline hinge. 
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Figure 13. Highest gold values are within the silicified Mj (Joanna Limestone) unit. Past drill 
holes generally just penetrated the marker sandstone units at the base of the Joanna Limestone 
and the top of the Pilot shale. Hole EZ-411-89 compiled geologic log (not shown) indicates it 
cut sandstone on the W limb of the anticline beneath the open pit, and no Au within the 
sandstone. None of the past holes cut the projected HW contact of the Devils Gate Limestone 
beneath the potentially mineralized Pilot Shale. 
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Figure 14. Hole EZ208-07 has no geology compiled, only assays are available. The hole 
penetrated the modeled Devils Gate Limestone, projected just east of the Nighthawk Ridge pit 
normal fault as cut at least low level Au in the vicinity of the project Mdg contact. 
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Figure 15. Highest Au within the strataboundjasperoid (not shown) ofMj Formation and in 
the hinge of the up thrown anticline hinge Win the open pit. 
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Figure t 6. Mineralize, faulted anticline plunging to the north, north of the Nighthawk Ridge 
open pit. No drilling in the Mp and Mdg HW contact target. 
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Figure 17. Mineralize, faulted anticline plunging to the north, north of the Nighthawk Ridge 
open pit. No drilling in the Mp and Mdg HW contact target. 
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Figure 18. Most of the holes in the remaining cross sections to the north ended well hanging 
wall of the projected Mj contact. The lack of gold in the Chainman through may have also 
been reflected in the lack of silicification? 
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Figure 20. Untested but deep potential. 
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Figure 21. Untested deep potential. In the field, the cuttings of the these three holes are 
strongly carbon altered Chainman shale. They cut minor, but low geochemically anomalous 
Au 50-70 ppb Au and indicate the gold system continues N. From W to E the holes are EZ-
445-89, EX-444-89 and EZ-443-89 (barren hole). 
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